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Who is your favorite Author and why?

Gordon Korman because he uses so much
detail in his books. Korman also can write a
book that intrigues the reader to continue to
want to read the book.

What genre do you prefer to read?

Realistic Fiction because I like to have
something I can relate to in real life and
since the characters are generally human, it
make it easier to know what the characters
look like.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?

The library or I ask my friends what books
they like. My friends and I all enjoy the same
genres so when somebody reads a really
good book they tell my other friends and me
about the book.

R E A D

riffin Bing’s school was recently gifted a
Super Bowl ring, Griffin was admiring
it. He went to his friends’ houses after school
and suddenly noticed his retainer was missing.
He checked everywhere but he couldn’t find
it. The next day at school he noticed the ring
was gone. A yellow and silver object was in its
place. His retainer. Griffin learns to say what is
right even if nobody agrees.
He panics because everyone thinks he stole
the valuable ring. Griffin goes to trial but the
judge did not have enough evidence to be
innocent or guilty. Griffin ends up having to
go to a new school called JFK but Griffin likes
calling it “Jail for Kids”. Griffin and his friends
team up to find the culprit. Will Griffin be
found innocent? Or live the rest of his childhood behind bars?
This book was phenomenal. It made me
want to read all 31 chapters in one sitting. I
love how much detail was in this book and
Gordon Korman did a great job. I highly
recommend this novel to anybody who likes a
mystery novel that is possible in real life.
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